
Module 1 – Cognitive Processes 

 
Mental Chronometry (Snodgrass) 
 

A. Donder’s Subtraction Method 
 Measured different types of reactions times, and subtract off one from the other to find out 

times of various cognitive components 
 

Reaction Type Description Components 

a-reaction 
(Simple Reaction 
Time) 

 Time taken to make a positive response to the 
presentation of stimulus 

 Mere detection, one response 

= stimulus input time 
+ decision time 
+ motor-response time 

b-reaction 
(Choice Reaction 
Time) 

 Time taken to make a tailored specific 
response (among other response) to the 
presentation of a particular stimulus (among 
other stimuli) 

 Detecting the correct stimulus (among others) 
and make the correct response for that stimulus 
(among others) 

 Many stimulus, many possible response 

= stimulus input time 
+ decision time 
+ discrimination time 
+ motor-choice time 
+ motor response time 

c-reaction  Time taken to make a positive response to the 
presentation of a particular stimulus (among 
other stimuli) 

 Detecting the correct stimulus (among others) 
and mere single response 

 Many stimuli, one response 

= stimulus input time 
+ decision time 
+ discrimination time 
+ motor-response time 

d-reaction 
(Wundt’s later 
addition) 

 Wundt argued that c-reaction does involve a 
motor choice (i.e.  to make a response or not) 

 Making a single response to all stimuli 
 Subjects instructed to recognise or identify the 

stimuli before responding 

= stimulus input time 
+ decision time 
+ discrimination time 
+ motor-response time 

 
Therefore, 

c – a = discrimination time 
b – c = motor-choice time 
 

 Criticisms 
o Wundt’s d-reaction is as unreliable as Donder’s c-reaction.  

 Sometimes faster than a-reaction, sometimes slower than b-reaction 
 Experimenter cannot determine if subjects actually identified stimuli before 

responding. 
o Internal mental operations differed between simple- and choice- reaction time-tasks 

 Introspection by experimenters 
 Simple-reactions, response evoked by stimulus was acting as if it were a prepared 

reflex with little voluntary decision involved.  
 Choice-reactions, subjects aware of a variety of cognitive processes that 

intervened between stimulus and response. 
 Motor readiness seems higher in simple-reactions, so motor-response time are not 

equal. This undermines the premise of the entire procedure, where stage times are 
assumed to not differ between simple and choice-reaction. 

 

B. Sternberg’s Additive Factors Method 
 Lengthen and shorten specific stages through experimental manipulation, instead of adding or 

deleting complete stahes 

 Determine number of stages, duration and affecting variables of each stage 

 Procedure 
o Binary Classification – sorting the set of stimuli into one of two mutually exclusive 

categories; responding to one set with one response, another set with the 2nd response 
o Memory-Scanning experiments 

 Participants given a list of items to memorise 

 Memory set size – the length of the memory list 

 Varied-set procedure – memory set is varied from trial to trial 



 Fixed-set procedure – memory set remains constant 
across a blocked series of trials. The very same set of 
items used throughout. 

 After the memory set is presented and removed, the trial 
begins with the presentation of the probe stimuli 

 probe from positive memory set  respond YES 

 Probe from negative memory set  respond NO. 
 

 Analysis 
o Demands are small on participants, few errors occur 
o Response time is of interest 

 We can determine how subjects access items in short term 
memory in a yes/no decision task. 

 Both positive and negative reaction times increase linearly, 
and at the same gradient, with memory set size. 

 
o Possible Searching methods 

 Parallel Self-terminating search 

 The “mental eye” scans all items in short-term memory simultaneously 

 Terminates the search once the probe item is found 

 YES response 
o Set size does not affect search time, if there’s no loss of efficiency 

 NO response 
o the more items, the longer for NO responses 

 some variability in time the subject needs to access all items, 
 need to wait to access all items before they can decide NO. 

o predicts that NO response increases at a decelerating rate 
 

 Serial self-terminating search 

 The “mental eye” scans items one-by-one in short-term memory  

 Terminates the search once the probe item is found 

 YES response 
o On average, subjects need to search through (n+1)/2 items before finding 

a match on a positive trial. 
o Increase slowly with set size  3 items requires searching 2 items, while 

5 items require searching 3 items (just 1 more than 3 items search) 

 NO response 
o Subjects need to search through n items before concluding probe item is 

not member of the positive set  increase relatively quickly with set 
size.  


